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EDITORIAL

It is now about a year
Transport Economist.
through which time he
the magazine. His act

I hope that over the next year I shall be able to develop some of my
own ideas for the magazine which build on the sterling work done by
Stuart. At present three issues are published a year which roughly
reflects the number of meetings held in London. If there is a
demand and, of course, the material we shall try to get back to four
issues. In the meantime I would like anybody who wishes to submit
articles, book reviews, reports on conferences (particularly with a
transport economics flavour), etc. to contact me.
Members may find it useful to hear of interesting news from TEG
members. This could be a report on interesting work done, changes
of job, etc. It is up to members who may feel that they have
something of interest to send the information to me.
So that we can meet the publication dates given in each issue of
Transport Economist, I would request that people who have agreed
to write up on meetings send me their reports by the copy date
(usually three months before publication). Most reports now seem
to arrive in typed format. It would help our typist, Joanna Hase, if
these could be sent on 3.5" disk in Wordperfect, Wordstar or ASCII
character format to me. I shall still need a printed copy.
Laurie Baker, Editor

31

since I agreed to take over as Editor of the
Stuart Cole held the position for six years
developed a particular style and character for
is going to prove a very difficult one to follow.
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REPORTS ON MEETINGS

THE ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACTS OF TRANSPORT PROJECTS

Dr. Norman Lee, University of Manchester

Nineteen members and visitors heard Dr. Lee give a comprehensive
review of the theory and practice of Environmental
Impact
Assessments.
General Background
In 1989, the Department
of the Environment
published
"Environmental
Assessment - A guide to the procedures", which
outlines the UK's response to a 1985 directive from the European
Commission on the subject. Any project which is likely to have an
impact on the environment must now be the subject of a formal
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) which must be published
and consulted upon. Projects which are the subject of Private Acts
of Parliament do not yet require an EIS, but a new proposal by the
DoE (Environmental
Assessment - Procedures for Private Bills February 1991) would require an EIS to be submitted within a week
of depositing
a Bill with Parliament,
i.e. in early December.
However this proposal may be overtaken by a reform of the Private
Bill procedure itself, which was mooted by a consultation document
in June 1990.
Another set of regulations (HD 18/88, published by DTp) relates to
the Environmental Assessment of Trunk Road schemes.
Apart from the statutory requirement to produce EIS's, there may
also be a financial inducement to do so. Under the DTp's Circular
3/89, public transport schemes will only be eligible for a Section 56
Capital Grant if all non-user benefits and environmental benefits
have been identified, quantified and evaluated as far as possible.
The SACfRA Committee on Trunk Roads is expected to announce
its recommendations
shortly on a similar set of guidelines for road
schemes.
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What kinds of Environmental Impact?
An EIS should take into account both negative and positive effects,
and should as far as possible cover aU aspects affecting non-users of
the proposed system, but without double counting. The "Manual of
Environmental Assessment", published in 1983, lists the following
main categories of effects:
Accidents
Noise
Visual Impact
Land-take
Driver Stress
Disruption during construction
Severance
Amenity
At that time water and air pollution were not specifically included;
today they probably would be.
The MEA also lists three groups
considered:
Home occupiers
Users of other buildings
Users of the facility.

of non-users

who should be

Further guidance is given by an EEC Directive, which states that:
a)
Environmental effects should be considered at each stage of
the project: construction, operation and decommission
b)
The project's use of resources and any pollution caused by
it must be considered
c)
Both direct and indirect impacts should be considered
d)
If the project is likely to give rise to additional
land
development, this should also be taken into account.
There was some discussion of whether this last point constituted a
usurpation of the Planning powers of Local Authorities.
Dr. Lee then said that the art or science of producing EIS's is
relatively new and developing. Some 150 different consultancies are
in this field and there is inevitably a range of quality of product, but
the situation is improving.
Double Counting
Dr. Lee said that there is bound to be some double-counting in the
assessment of environmental
effects, for example between the
measurement of air pollution, and a description of the effects of air
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pollution. It is best to recognise and acknowledge the fact that there
is double counting.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT DEREGULATION
ZEALAND

A similar situation exists in considering the use of agricultural land:
there is a financial transfer (compensation)
and also a permanent
loss to the nation of productive land, though both aspects refer to
the same thing.

Russell Kilvington

Valuation
The requirement
that an environmental
impact statement
is
prepared
is an acknowledgment
that it is not possible to put
monetary values on all the environmental
effects. In fact we are
probably less confident on our ability to do this than 20 years ago.
At the same time there is no doubt that the importance attached to
the environment by the general public is increasing.

IN THE UK AND NEW

The presentation had three parts:
Russell's view on the experience of Bus Deregulation in the
UK.
New Zealand's plans for public transport deregulation,
soon to be implemented.
and possible implications of the New Zealand policy for the
UK.

Some help is provided by an OECD publication "Environmental
Policy Benefits - Monetary Values", 1989. This document suggests
that many aspects can be valued using either stated or revealed
preference methods. Yet both of these methods present problems.

He took it as read that bus deregulation in the UK had lead to more
buses, fewer passengers and low costs. Further effects were a lack
of investment on the part of bus operators especially in vehicles and
an awakening of interest by local authorities in the potential of light
rapid transport
systems in an attempt to solve the transport
problems of urban areas.

For example revealed preference
methods find it difficult to
distinguish
between
different
effects
which take effect
simultaneously, e.g. a new road may increase both noise, pollution
and acccssibility: property prices might actually rise as a result. for
this mcthod to work properly we have to assume that those whose
behaviour we are measuring had complete knowledge of the market.
This may not in fact be the case. On the other hand stated
preference methods rely on largely hypothetical questions, and are
not yet fully reliable.

An example of public consultation in Cleveland was quoted where
over half the sample supported a light rail scheme but, of those not
thinking light rail a good idea, only 5% supported improving buses.
In effect the public had "given up on buses". Despite the high level
of competition
between bus operators
in the area, buses were
conceived of as unreliable,
noisy, dirty, infrequent,
irregular,
uncomfortable because of old vehicles and operating at high fares
levels. Deregulation was seen to be the main reason and there was a
need for a "united" bus system with major investment in buses.

Conclusion
Our ability to assess environmental impacts is still in its infancy, and
we certainly cannot hope to put monetary values on everything. But
the results of our attempts can acquire some legitimacy during the
process of public consultation provided a certain humility is shown
by those who draw up the EIS.

In Russell's view there was a dichotomy in the UK between the
improved efficiency and business performance of the operators and
the service which was failing to meet public aspirations
in the
deregulated areas.

Report by Roland Niblett, Strategic Planning Manager. BR Network
South East

In New Zealand the Labour Government, which came in power in
1984, invoked market forces across the economy and generally
followed the UK model in planning public transport deregulation.
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The present Conservative administration,
the Autumn 1990, is continuing the policy.
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which came to power in

New Zealand, with a population of 3m, has only 4 urban areas of any
significance with a population over 100,000. 90% of bus travel is in
the hands of 8 municipal operators and New Zealand Railways.
Subsidy was high with generally less than 50% of costs covered by
fares.
Legislation
was passed in 1989 and 'D-Day' is July 1991. The
deregulation plans follow the UK model with some refinements.
The differences are:1.
All public transport is being deregulated (road, rail, water,
through to cable cars) and all are subject to the same rules.
2.
Service registrations
can be rejected by the licensing
authority, who are the Regional Councils, on the grounds of
environment or traffic management.
3.
Legislation requires that a 'Public Transport Plan' shall be
prepared by the Regional Council. This gives the authority
the opportunity to specify needs in terms of frequency and
fares before operators register their commercial services.
This sets a framework
and operators
can register in
accordance with the plan or alternatives. In the former case
it is unlikely that the registration
will be rejected.
Subsequent tendering by the Regional Council must be
consistent with the plan.
The Public Transport Plan element was added to the legislation at
the final stage in Parliament and is somewhat vague in definition.
In practice initial registrations have been at a low level with for
example, only 10% of current off peak services being registered in
Wellington
compared
with around 40% in the peak. This is
probably
due to the need for such services
to be operated
throughout a seven month 'freeze' period after D-Day (July 1991 to
Feb 1992). Since February the rate has increased. These services
can be modified or withdrawn at 21 days notice, the period also
required to notify a new service once the system becomes fully
operable. In Wellington again 32 out of 200 + registrations have

been rejected, mainly on environmental grounds, e.g. to protect
trolley-bus routes. As yet there are few new operators and few
innovations.
There are two further
differences
to the UK model in the
competitive tendering procedures. First, incumbent operators may
be given a price advantage of up to 25% - because of perceived
benefits from continuity, and secondly, the Regional Council (the
tendering authority) can introduce its own explicit evaluation criteria
in addition to the financial criterion, e.g. detailed vehicle design
requirements.
In conclusion New Zealand, whilst generally adopting the UK
model, did introduce a more controlled and planning-led form of
deregulation.
The Regional Authority sets the Public Transport
Plan, in which the free market operates and if the market fails to
respond then planning and tendering takes place. The Regional
Authority can reject registrations and in tendering it can introduce
additional criteria other than merely competitive pricing. It is also
not admissible to compete with tendered services. Thus, New
Zealand may well have lessons for the UK to consider but it is early
days yet.
In the question and answer session which followed, Peter White
asked whether there was scope for midi bus operation bearing in
mind the small scale of settlements. Russell indicated that there was
little evidence of this happening
- only a couple of taxi bus
operations in small towns and a minibus network in Hamilton (pop.
80,(00).
In response to questions on the Public Transport Plan there was at
present uncertainty on the extent to which they would be considered
mandatory
and what the availability
of funding would be for
tendered services. Further the plans would last for as long as the
Regional Council wanted it to - a very 'flexible' system! Tendering
contract lengths were 1-5 years as in the UK.
Roger Mackett asked what was happening to rail services and in
response it was stated that the Bus services of New Zealand
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Railways were being privatised and sold off and NZ Railways was
being converted into a track authority and freight carrier.

HOW THE NATIONAL ECONOMY AFFECTS BR'S FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

Finally the question was asked if there are any implications from
New Zealand for the possible deregulation
of buses in London.
Russell couldn't see benefits for the user given the main problem of
traffic congestion in London and the need for Traffic Management
schemes and the scope for developments
such as real time
information
- under deregulation
there was no guarantee
that
operators would participate.

Tim Ogier, Policy Unit, British Rail

New Zealand legislation allows the free market to operate but there
are constraints in terms of planning requirements, quality control
and consistency
with traffic management
and environmental
considerations - factors which are highly relevant to London and
other urban centres.
Report by Peter Collins, London Transport

Tim Ogier's talk covered four main topics:
1.
The background to current economic developments, putting
them in their longer-term context
2.
The past relationship between GDP growth and growth in
BR revenue
3.
Econometric
work done for InterCity
and NetWork
SouthEast.
4.
The scale of British Rail's current financial problems.
1.
The Context: Current Recession
Two main economic indicators have shown the following recent
trends:
In the mid to late 1980's there was extremely rapid growth
in GDP (3.5% per annum from 1983 to 1988, with average
growth 2.1% p.a. 1979 to 1988) which has now come to an
abrupt end.
Since 1986 there has also been a falling trend in
*
unemployment as a result of the economic recovery which
has been dramatically reversed in 1990 - it is now at 2.1
million but is likely to reach 2.5 million by the end of the
year.
These show that recession has come suddenly, bringing an end to
the period of unprecedented growth in the UK economy.
Compared
with international
economic
growth, the UK
performance had been at a lower rate up to the 1980s. Since then
UK growth matched average OECD growth and was greater than
Germany, France and Italy. Supply side changes in the 1980s meant
that British industry competed more effectively, but the high
propensity
to import and high wage inflation were not entirely
resolved. The roots of the current problem date back to 1985 when
monetary policy was relaxed, relying heavily on informal exchange
rate targeting through movements in interest rates.
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2.
Revenue Growth and Gross Domestic Product
There is an important
link between growth in UK economic
activities and growth in rail demand and revenue. Figure 1 shows
the strong relationship over the last 15 years in growth of passenger
income in real terms and the annual growth in GDP. Figure 2 shows
a similar graph for freight revenue which indicates there is no dear
correlation, freight income being influenced more by activity in the
key industries it serves, road haulage competition and structural
changes in the industry. The remainder of the discussion therefore
concentrated on passenger income.

3.
Econometric Research
Tim Ogier reported
on two pieces of research
BR have
commissioned to try and understand the relationship between the
economy and passenger revenue.

FIGURE

2: UK GDP AND

FREIGHT

Percentage chong.

INCOME

,.rr--------------------------------------------------------,

(a)
InterCity
The research was done by Professor Garry Phillips and Dr Tony
Owen at Leeds University which was published in the Journal of
Transport Economics & Policy in September 1987. The research was
a time series regression analysis of InterCity journeys using 20
London-based
InterCity flows on four-weekly single journeys on
each flow during the period 1973 to mid-1984 (149 observations).
The variables used in the regression equation were:
No. of single journeys

=

index of GDP at 1980 factor cost +
average revenue per journey +
linear time trend +
HST variable +
coach competition (0-1 dummy) +
air shuttle (0-1 dummy) +
seasonal (0-1 dummy; 12 in aU) +
random error term

The equation to explain the number of journeys found that the full
effects of the changes in the factor worked their way through in less
than six months. The results showed a good degree of explanation
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(R2 between 0.85 and 0.9), big variations
in the size of GDP
elasticities
and a negative time trend that was possibly biased
upwards due to progressive worsening of data capture problems.

Figure

3(0)
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The implication of the model is that if GDP grows by less than 1.7%
demand falls; a growth of more than 1.7% leads to increased
demand.
At a long term GDP growth forecast of 2.25% p.a.
InterCity demand would grow at a rate of 0.8% p.a. Competition
and fare changes would change this growth rate demand.
(b)
Network Southeast
A study for Network Southeast by Economic and Business Policy
Research Ltd. was carried out in 1990. This involved regression
analysis of the annual survey from 1966 to 1989 of arrivals at Central
London terminals, split by peak and off-peak. Figure 3(a) shows the
peak arrivals, indicating the declining numbers up to 1984 that are
now increasing which surprised both NSE and other planners.
Figure 3(b) shows annual percentage changes to GDP indicating the
strong growth in the late 1980s. However, this proved to be a poor
explanatory variable because of declining NSE traffic in growth
periods of 1971-3 and 1975-8. Figure 3( c) shows Central London
employment (non-manufacturing employment in City, Kings Cross,
St Marylebone
and Westminster)
which proved to be the key
explanatory variable.
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It is unfortunate that employment is the key variable because to get
annual figures, the data had to be extrapolated and interpolated. So
there must remain a danger that trends could take NSE by surprise
as happened in the late 1980s.
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4.
Financial Problems
Tim Ogier referred to the manifestation of the recession on BR's
finances. Specifically he referred to a recent statement by the Chief
Executive (John Welsby) that income was likely to be some £350
millions below forecast in 1991/92 partly due to the effect of the
property slump affecting development schemes and partly because
of the general downturn in demand.
BR's external financing
requirement for 1990/91 was expected to be £300 millions above the
Government limit. At the time of the talk, BR were negotiating an
increase in the limit with the Government.
BR are not the only ones affected by the recession. British Airways,
for example, have looked to control costs by a combination of route
closures, thinning out of services and delayed investment, with
associated job cuts (4,600) and layoffs (2,000). Since the 1962 Act
requires the Board to go through a lengthy procedure before closing
a route this is not really an option for BR as a short-term reaction to
recession.
With such a high proportion of costs being fixed, in the short term
the marginal costs saved by service cutbacks can be less than the
marginal revenue loss. Service level planning is a detailed business
with long lead times to implement. Given these considerations, the
businesses have to weigh up whether the savings are worth the
damaging public relations aspects and the worsening of BR's
competitive position.
The recession
had also occurred
at a time where there was
increasing public concern about service levels rather than finance, a
huge investment programme to improve services and large amounts
of money being spent on safety improvements.
This increases the
complexity of decision taking for BR managers.
Report by Laurie Baker. Principal
Borough of Camden

Transport

Planner,

London

TEGNEWS

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

It is twelve months since the last 'Membership News' appeared
the J ournaJ so there is a good deal to talk about.

in

Two members joined at the end of 1990. Firstly, there was Peter
Gray who is a director of G. Maunsell & Partners, where we have
had good representation
now for many years - a member of longstanding, Ed Plewa, became Regional Director of the firm at about
the same time. Dr. Michael Asteris - the other new member - is
Principal Lecturer in Economics at Portsmouth Polytechnic with
experience in research and publications in transport economics.
At the beginning
of this year Alan Kreppel joined us. He is
Managing Director of South Wales Transport; many will remember
the talk he gave us in January on 'Management Buy-outs in the Bus
Industry'.
The next addition to our membership was Michael Hillyard (April).
Mick is House of Commons Specialist Assistant to the Treasury &
Civil Service Committee, and since joining us has won second prize
in the essay competition.
New members continued to appear during the second half of the
year in the persons of Alan Beswick (June), Andrew Marsay (July)
and Philippa Sondheimer in September. Alan and Andrew are both
in the consultancy field - the former with Halcrow Fox as a transport
economist after wide experience studying mass transit systems
abroad and engagements on rail projects here at home, Andrew as a
senior economist with Ove Arup Economics & Planning. Philippa is
an investment analyst with European Passenger Services Ltd., a
'subsidiary' of British Rail.
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The most recent 'recruit' is Barbara Glass who, as librarian with
Travers Morgan Pty. Ltd., is now our member in Australia with that
fum.

WINNERS OF ESSAY COMPETITION
There were six entries to the Essay competition, all of which were of
a very high standard. The Committee, after careful thought and
discussion, has decided that the fust and second prizes be awarded
as follows:
First prize of £250 to Martin Lawrence for his essay titled
"Costing transportation
infrastructure
environmental
impacts: an overview of the current state of the art".
Second prize of £100 to Mark Hillyard for his essay titled
"Transport safety policy can seriously damage your health:
the need to reform the mechanism for promoting transport
safety?"

There are some changes in situation,
both occupational
and
geographical
to comment upon. For some time now, Tony
Flowerdew has been Chairman at Marcel Echenique. Derek Palmer
has left the CBI and is now with the Institution fo Highways &
Transportation.
Martin Lawrence is now with Oscar Faber Traffic
as a senior transport modeller.
Dr. Dave Maunder of TRRL has gone to Zimbabwe - for two yeaTS
I understand, and Andrew Newlove is now in Australia, returning
next Spring. To compensate we have two members returned home:
Peter Amos of Travers Morgan, formerly in Australia, and Andrew
Evans, formerly of Flinders University, Adelaide, now London
Transport Professor of Transport Safety, University of London.

These two essays and some of the others will be published in
Transport Economist, with Martin Lawrence's essay and the essay by
Ed Thompson are in this issue.

Finally, a piece of quite different news, as I am sure we are all
pleased to know that John Glover is making a good recovery from
his road accident of earlier this year.
COPY DATES
Don Box, Membership Secretary

I

Issue Number

Copy Date

Issue Date

Volume 19 (1)
Volume 19 (2)
Volume 19 (3)

31 December 1991
31 March 1992
30 June 1992

March 1992
June 1992
September 1992

19
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PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS

Full titles
the third
Central
Enquiries

of all meetings have now been finalised. They are held on
Wednesday of the month at 18.30, in the Polytechnic of
London, 35 Marylebone
Road, London NWI 5LS.
to Peter White at PCL (071-911 5000 X3104)

1991:

18 December

Decline of British Shipping
Michael Asteris, Portsmouth Polytechnic

1992:

15 January

Regulation and Deregulation in
Australian Transport
Paul Amos, Travers Morgan

19 February

Red Routes in London
Hugh Collis, Ove Arup & Partners

18 March

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
at 17.30 in Room 205, PCL prior to:
The Use of Urban Models to analyze
Transport Policy
Roger Mackett, University College, London

15 April

The Role of Property Development and
Transport Investment in the Long Tenn
Andrew Gay, London Regeneration
Consortium

20 May

17 June

New Entrant Airlines and European
Aviation Policy
Peter Morrell, Cranfield Institute of
Technology
To be arranged

COMMITTEE
The Committee
Officer.

has recently co-opted Martin Lawrence as Publicity

CHAIRMAN
Peter White, Senior Lecturer in Public Transport Systems, Transport
Studies Group, Polytechnic of Central London, 35 Marylebone Road,
London NW15LS
Tel: 071-9115000 X3104
VICE CHAIRMAN & SECRETARY
Peter Collins, Commercial & Transport Manager, London Transport,
55 Broadway, London SWIH OBD Tel: 071-227 3368
TREASURER
& MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Don Box, 73 Silverdale Road, Earley, Reading RG6 2NF
Tel: 0734 264064
PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
Laurie Baker, Planning Transport & Employment Service, London
Borough of Camden, Town Hall Extension, Argyle Street, London
WCIH 8EQ
Tel: 071-860 5962
Fax: 071-860 5713
PROGRAMME
ORGANISER
Roland Niblett, Strategic Planning Manager, BR Network SouthEast,
Euston House, Eversholt Street, London NWI
Tel: 071-922 6939
PUBLICITY OFFICER
Martin Lawrence, Oscar Faber Traffic, Marlborough House, Upper
Marlborough Road, St. Albans, Herts AL13UT
Tel: 081-784 5830
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Stuart Cole, Principal Lecturer in Transport Economics & Policy,
The Business School, Polytechnic of North London, 277-281 Holloway
Road, London N7 8HN
Tel: 071-753 5080
Andrew Spencer, Senior Lecturer, Transport Studies Group, Polytechnic
of Central London, 35 Marylebone Road, London NWl 5LS
Tel: 071-9115000 X3090
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THE WINNING ESSAY

COSTING TRANSPORTATION
INFRASTRUCTURE
ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS - AN OVERVIEW OF THE
CURRENT STATE OF THE ART

Martin Lawrence, MSc, BSc, MCIT, Oscar Faber Traffic

In the United

Kingdom the preservation
of the 'Common
Inheritance' (1) ofthe natural environment is presently high on the
political agenda. Over the past twenty years environmental
economists have been making significant advances in determining
the monetary value of environmental improvements. The effect of
these two phenomena can be seen in the Transport Secretary
presently awaiting an investigation (by the Standing Advisory
Committee on Trunk Road Assessment (SACTRA) (2) into how
the monetary value of trunk road environmental impacts can be
estimated.
This essay presents an overview of the theoretical and practical
issues of costing environmental impacts. Here the background to
environmental impact costing is sketched, and although no original
research is reported, the essay aims to provide both the professional
and non-professional reader with the essentials of the subject. The
discussion focuses specifically on UK trunk road assessment,
although the applicability of these techniques to rail and Light
Rapid Transit (LRT) projects is also considered.
First, the
theoretical background is sketched. Second, UK Trunk road
scheme assessment procedure, and the current treatment of Trunk
road environmental impacts are reviewed, and finally the way in
which LRT scheme environmental benefit estimation might assist in
gaining government funding for such projects is discussed.
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Before reviewing the economic theory underpinning environmental
damage costing, I will consider the decision facing an agency
proposing a project that will have an impact on the natural
environment. Suppose the alignment of a proposed road requires
encroaching on a National Park (as was recently the case with the
Okehampton By-pass (3». In his mind the agency decision maker
reduces the many different aspects of the project's costs and benefits
to a single 'dimension' before deciding whether or not it should go
ahead. For example, he may balance the time savings achieved by
road users (measured in pounds (£s)) against the National Park
land-take (measured in hectares). Ideally all the project impacts
would be expressed in £s allowing the decision to be made without
calling on the decision maker's subjective judgment.
However, costing environmental impacts is not straight forward as is
discussed below. An environmental asset is a public good which is
not traded in a competitive market, consequently a market price is
not available. This price would directly reflect individuals
willingness to pay for an environmental
improvement.
This
willingness to pay is therefore estimated.
Methods include
observing how past behaviour reveals individuals valuation of an
environmental asset, and by questioning consumers to establish how
they would behave given the opportunity to value such an asset.
Before considering the components that comprise environmental
asset worth, I will sketch the impact of an environmental
improvement on individuals.
Consider a project which would enhance the natural environment,
for example, a reduction in coal particle emission from a coal-frred
power station. (This particular example is not a transportation
project, however the same general principles would apply in costing
its environmental impacts). This would improve the quality of life
for residents adjacent to the plant. (They would be able to freely air
their washing, and would not have to brush soot from their window
sills).
The project will incur an implementation cost. In the above example
the power station will fit filters and/or alter its coal burning
methods. The social worth of the project is determined by
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establishing how much project beneficiaries are willing to pay for
their environmental improvement, and balancing this against project
implementation cost. An individual's Willingness To Pay (WTP) is
'simply the maximum sum of money he is willing to give up to secure
that the suggested project is undertaken' (4). Viewed from another
perspective, individuals could be asked the maximum sum they
require to compensate them for the project not proceeding. Once
the total of all affected individuals' WTPs has been established, this
is compared with project implementation cost and project worth
estimated. (It can be noted for an unpriced good, which is the case
for this environmental improvement, that WTP is equal to the
consumers'surplus.
Consumers' surplus for a priced good is
defined as the difference between the price paid and consumers'
willingness to pay, and is usually represented by the area below the
demand curve above the market price (5).)

An individual may not directly consume an environmental asset, but
nonetheless he may be concerned about its well-being. He may
derive satisfaction from the fact that the asset is available now, or in
the future for the enjoyment of future generations. Altruistic
motives lie behind valuing an environmental asset because of its
existence. For example, an individual's desire to bequeath his
children an atmosphere with low particulate lead levels may result in
him using unleaded petrol. Hopkinson, Nash and Wardman (3)
describe 'N on-use Value', as being virtually synonymous with
existence value. They include the satisfaction that is gained from
watching a rare species on television, for example a Blue Whale, as
opposed to viewing it in its natural habitat, as an instance of 'Nonuse Value'.

Therefore
the economic value of an environmental
asset is
determined by how much individuals are willing to pay for it. Before
considering how questions to establish the worth of such an asset
might be framed, I will briefly consider the components of an
environmental asset's economic worth. Turner and Hargest (6)
define the Total Value of an economic good as comprising, 'Use
Value, Option Value (the value of the environment as a potential
future benefit) and Existence Value'. Johansson (4) notes that Total
Value is equivalent to consumers' maximum willingness to pay for
the good.
'Use Value' refers to the benefits, or costs, individuals enjoy, or
suffer, through direct use of an environmental asset, or liability. An
example of a transportation related use value is the enjoyment of
low traffic noise by residents who are now protected from motorway
vehicle noise by the installation of a noise barrier.
'Option Value' is the amount an individual is willing to pay in order
to have the option of enjoying an environmental asset, a park for
example, at some future date. Although he may be uncertain as to
whether he will visit the park in question, he is willing to pay to
avoid the park being taken for an alternative land-use.

Johansson (4) explains that some care is necessary when questioning
respondents in order to establish the Total Value they place on a
lake, say. As he states, 'each change (in the environmental asset) is
evaluated subject to all previously considered changes holding utility
throughout at its initial level'. This has practical implications in that
a respondent would be asked the maximum he is willing to pay for
fishing in the restored lake (use value) and then asked the maximum
he is willing to pay for the scenic beauty provided by the lake
(existence value) subject to what he has already paid for the change
in fishing amenity.
Having sketched the theoretical background, attention is now turned
to the way in which environmental impacts are presently included in
UK Trunk road scheme assessment. This assessment procedure
requires that scheme implementation and maintenance costs are
balanced against user, and non-user, scheme benefits. Scheme
benefits comprise reduction in vehicle operating costs, together with
time and accident savings. Surveys have established motorists'
valuation of journey time savings and indicate the economic value of
a given reduction in journey time. Reduced accident levels are also
expressed in monetary terms, based on the worth of production
foregone when an individual is killed or injured. A notional
monetary allowance is also made for the grief and suffering of the
injured person's family. Hence Vehicle Operating Cost, Time and
Accident benefits are expressed in economic terms. Scheme Net
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Present Value (NPV) calculation is presently carried out by COBA,
the DTp's road scheme appraisal program. Although COBA itself
has now been replaced by URECA for urban scheme assessment
(7).
NPV, which can be seen as indicating scheme economic worth when
readily monetised costs and benefits are included, is input to the
broader assessment framework. This allows scheme environmental
impact to be considered, although these impacts are expressed in
non-monetary units. The assessment framework was first proposed
by Leitch (8), and the treatment
of environmental
impacts
formalised
in 1983 by the DTp's Manual of Environmental
Appraisal (MEA).
The MEA includes the following impacts:
Property demolition;
Land-take;
Visual intrusion;
Air pollution;
Community severance;
Impact on agriculture;
Effect on heritage and conservation areas;
Ecological impact;
Disruption during construction;
Impact on pedestrians and cyclists;
View from the road; and
Driver stress (6).
Widely differing units express the extent of each impact. Traffic
noise impact, for example, is shown by the ratio of the number of
premises falling 9into various noise bands with, and without, the
scheme.
Whereas a description
of the impact on heritage and
conservation areas is given. The framework expresses these impacts
together with Time Cost, Vehicle Operating Cost, and Accident
Cost, as they affect various groups of individuals and policies.
These groups of individuals and policies are:
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Travellers;
Occupiers of property;
Users of facilities;
Policies for conserving and enhancing the environment;
Transport development and economic policies; and
Financial effects.
The framework
is a practical
example of the way in which the
decision maker (deciding whether or not a scheme should proceed)
is faced with attempting to assess overall scheme worth as expressed
in this diverse range of units.
Hopkinson, Nash and Wardman (3) suggest that this procedure
places undue weight on benefits which can be expressed in monetary
terms. On average some 90% of scheme user benefits relate to time
savings. While the DTp can approve a scheme having a positive
NPV, which imposes environmental disbenefits; it requires Treasury
approval to progress a scheme with a negative NPV which generates
environmental benefits. Suppose motorists were asked to value the
time savings they would enjoy through scheme use, knowing that
scheme implementation would impose environmental damage. They
would value their time savings differently when using a scheme
which imposed environmental
benefits. Therefore,
Hopkinson,
Nash and Wardman suggest, the value of time used in scheme
assessment does not reflect individuals' valuation of time relative to
that of environmental damage.
Given the Trunk road assessment procedure described above, and
the theoretical background sketched earlier, how might Trunk road
environmental impacts be costs? Turner and Hargest (6) proceed to
assess the various available environmental impact costing techniques
against criteria that, broadly speaking,
indicate their overall
technical and institutional acceptability.
Their fmdings suggest two
techniques are most promising. First, 'Interrogative' methods which
investigate
how respondents
value environmental
assets in
hypothetical markets should be pursued. Second, 'Indirect' methods
relating observed behaviour to the deterioration, or improvement, of
an environmental asset are considered worthwhile.
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The interrogative approach suggested is known as the Contingent
Valuation Method (CVM). This has been tested in the USA and
Sweden. To consider a non-transportation related example, visibility
at the Navajo Reservoir, Connecticut, USA was threatened by
power station emissions. The town of Farmington is some 80 km
distant from the reservoir. Farmington residents, who enjoyed
recreation at this location, were asked to value visibility at the site.
The respondent was shown photographs depicting different visibility
levels, and questioned about his willingness to pay to achieve these
air quality standards
(4). Although the CVM should be
administered with care to avoid various biases, considerable
experience of its applications has been gained.
Broadly speaking the indirect 'Dose-Response' methods observed
behaviour and attempt to establish environmental
condition
'thresholds', which when breached generate an adverse reaction in
individuals.
Hopkinson, Nash and Wardman (3) suggest that Stated Preference
techniques can also indicate individuals valuation of environmental
assets. These techniques are used in several areas of transportation
planning, an application being public transport service demand
forecasting. When attempting to value environmental assets the
respondent is presented with a number of different options which
describe a journey in terms of various attributes (9). For example,
he/she is asked to rank a long, expensive non-air polluting journey
and a long cheap air polluting journey, against other journeys
described in similar terms. The respondents ranking of these
options would establish a monetary valuation of air pollution.
Given the appropriateness of CVM and Indirect Methods, Turner
and Hargest (6) go on to suggest how the costing of environmental
impacts could be incorporated
into the existing Trunk road
assessment framework. Those environmental impacts that can be
monetised in a relatively straightforward manner would be included
in an extended Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). This would be
complemented
by an adapted
MEA framework
where
environmental impacts are expressed in the currently used measures,
and also in monetary values wherever possible.
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In this approach the extended CBA would establish overaU scheme
net benefit; whilst the groups who gain, or lose, in terms of
environmental impact, would be identified in the adapted MEA
framework. Of the environmental
impacts included in this
framework visual intrusion, land-take together with ecological and
heritage assets might have their economic value established by
CVM's. Indirect Methods might determine noise and air pollution
economic worth. A case study of the Whitchurch By-pass in
Shropshire (6), identified 38 various impacts of which three could
not be monetised. (Here monetisation means the expression of
environmental asset worth in fs). The MEA framework would aUow
these non-monetised environmental impacts to be put into context.
The way in which this environmental impact costing approach might
be incorporated into the existing Trunk road planning procedure is
also suggested (6). Here it is proposed that a database (10) of
values would allow rapid and cheap scheme environmental impact
costing. (For example, the database would give a standard value for
a hectare of grade II agricultural land). Firstly, a broadbrush
analysis, using database values, would allow a small number of
alternative schemes to be assessed. The preferred scheme(s) would
be selected and appraised in greater depth. The monetised MEA
framework would be considered at the Public Inquiry stage.
Having outlined the way in which environmental impact costing
methodologies might be applied to Trunk road scheme assessment,
brief consideration is now given to the appropriateness of these
methodologies to other transport modes. Clearly the procedures
outlined above could cost the environmental impacts generated by
changes in infrastructure provision for any transport mode; first
LRT schemes, and then British Rail projects will be considered.
In Manchester, Sheffield, and other conurbations, LRT schemes are
being funded, or are proposed to be funded, by grants obtained
through Section 56 of the 1968 Transport
Act. Although
environmental benefits are not at present included as grounds for
grant, they are scheme generated external benefits. External
benefits accrue to non-project users, and Time Cost and Vehicle
Operating Cost external benefits are eligible for grant. Therefore, if
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it were possible to cost LRT scheme generated
environmental
benefits they may be matched by government funding. Professor
Norman Lee, of Manchester
University, is at present developing
techniques
for the environmental
appraisal of public transport
schemes for the Passenger Transport
Executive Group (PTEG)
(11).
The inclusion of environmental
impacts in the appraisal of any
transport mode is dependent upon the perspective from which the
appraisal is viewed. At present economic evaluation of Trunk road
schemes is undertaken,
while LRT schemes are considered from
both the economic and fmancial perspectives. However, British Rail
infrastructure
projects
tend to be judged on their financial
performance,
although grants can be obtained for the provision of
commuter
services which generate wider social and economic
benefits (12). It is often suggested that road and rail schemes should
be consistently
appraised
on an economic
basis, and indeed
investigations
have been carried out to see how this might be
achieved (13). Although the environmental
impacts of major rail
projects,
such as Crossrail
are considered,
the effect on the
environment of smaller schemes (the electrification of the Airedale
and Wharfedale
lines, for example) is unlikely to be assessed.
Therefore at present a formal framework does not exist which would
allow scheme generated environmental benefits to be included in the
economic evaluation of a rail project. This seems unfortunate since
such economic benefits may be substantial.
In summary the Total Value of an environmental
asset comprises
Use Value, Existence Value and Option Value. This Total Value is
indicated by individuals' Willingness to Pay for it. In the USA and
Scandinavia this has been assessed using Contingent Valuation and
Indirect Methods; while in the UK Stated Preference techniques
have assisted in determining the non-use benefits of public transport
(3). In the context
of UK Trunk road appraisal
it has been
proposed
that environmental
costs and benefits are included in
scheme cost-benefit analysis, and the broader evaluation framework.
However, judgment
would still be required
when deciding if
schemes should proceed since it is likely that not all environmental
impacts could be monetised.

International
experience
of eliciting individuals'
valuation of
environmental
impacts suggests that the survey methods do not
always yield consistent results (4). So far no attempt has been made
to value Trunk road environmental impacts in the UK. This, taken
with the inconsistencies found in international results, suggests that
the robust evaluation of UK transportation
environmental
impacts
may be some way off. However, UK studies have appraised the
worth of rural recreation facilities (14).
In conclusion, the theoretical basis for environmental impact costing
is well established and practical attempts have been made to express
the economic value of these impacts in is. In the UK effort has
been focussed on he costing of Trunk road scheme environmental
impacts, and a procedure
for the inclusion of these in scheme
assessment has been suggested (6). Techniques for assessing the
environmental
impacts of LRT schemes are currently
being
developed, while the environmental impacts of rail schemes are not
formally included in their appraisal.
The stage is now set for the
SACTRA report into the costing of Trunk road environmental
impacts, although a long term goal might be the inclusion
of
monetised environmental
benefits in the economic evaluation of
LRT and British Rail projects.
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TRANSPORT
the zig-zags)

ESSAY

POLICY AT THE CROSSROADS

(or how to avoid

by E. Thompson

When the great blues singer stood at the crossroads trying to flag a
ride, nobody seemed to know him, everybody
passed him by.
Eventually, sick of waiting, he may have sold his soul, Faust-like, to
the Devil in return for a swift route to success.
Clearly public
transport had sunk to a low point, and the Devil drove a company
car which he was using for a business purpose. British transport
policy has lurched from one crossroads to another resulting in an
untidy zig-zag down the years, while some of our neighbours have
benefited
from a straighter
and more consistent
path. This
particular crossroads could be the start of a straighter path founded
on a growing consensus over transport policy and less party politics.
Transport professionals can play an important role in shaping such a
consensus, to help develop a broad-based
approach which ditches
our much-loved modal prejudices and acknowledges that pricing
may come to the fore as an instrument of policy.
The politics of domestic transport in the UK has continually focused
upon the allocation of funds to different surface modes. Arguments
have raged against a background
of rising real incomes (and
associated
labour costs), rising car ownership,
higher fares for
thinner public transport services and, lately, a greater awareness of
environmental and safety costs. In the '70s there were those who did
not accept either the need for or desirability of a high grade trunk
road network and planning inquiries often congealed in general
principles because protesters from far and wide used them as a peg
on which to hang more general views. In the '80s, the whole
principle
of subsidy for public transport
was put under the
microscope with the Law Lords decision on London Transport fares
and then with bus deregulation.
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Times have changed, and although many of the issues are evergreen,
most people have adjusted their attitudes to some degree over the
last decade. 'Value for money' and 'accountability' are standard
parts of the transport watchers' vocabulary in the '90s. 'Integrated'
transport was purged from the dictionary in a sinister, Orwellian
manner only to be rehabilitated later as 'balanced' or 'coordinated'
transport.
Thatcherite
austerity has had its casualties, as in
manufacturing, when the push towards 'lean and fit' often ended up
in anorexia. There was a fair amount of 'nervosa' too as the
nationalised industries bent over backwards to over-achieve on
spending targets (best visible example: the escalating breakdown
rate of escalators on London Underground after years of false
economy). On the other hand fmancial discipline has improved, the
consumer gets a better deal on long distance coach travel, and for all
its deficiencies deregulation fostered many strong bus operators and
the welcome arrival of minibus services.

recent increases in external financing for BR and LT might have
indirectly reduced funding for light rail schemes. The rigid
boundaries between the modes becomes fuzzier as, for example,
'park-and-ride'
becomes part of everyday speech rather than
planners' jargon and the freight equivalent of park- and-ride,
intermodalism, attracts investment and development by the haulage
industry.

Underlying current transport thinking is the knowledge that real
growth in traffic over the last decade and traffic forecasts over the
next couple of decades cast a long shadow over most areas of future
transport policy, pushing us towards a new realism in which we may
be able to avoid the traditional ruts of public and private dogma. In
other words, the traffic growth and policy analyses of the '80s have
effectively reconstructed the way that many of us view transport
policy and expenditure.
Many in the roads lobby now accept that the latest traffic forecasts
cannot be catered for by any realistic roads programme, either
fmancially or environmentally. Most promoters of public transport
now accept that it is reasonable to define clearly the purpose of
grants, whether capital or revenue. Some even accept the idea that,
in public spending terms, one operator's revenue subsidy might be
another's lost capital investment. This may have been true even
within London Transport with savings in revenue grant filtering
through to additions in capital. It is also evident in the Section 56
rules where continuing revenue subsidy would preclude any capital
grant for a proposed light rail system, and it is quite likely that

The most chastening forecast of the last few years came out of the
Department of Transport predicting that road traffic would rise by
between 83% and 142% by the year 2025. Apart from the local and
global atmospheric effects of doubling vehicle usage, the impact on
congestion would be mind-boggling.
Already our urban and
interurban roads reach capacity too often for comfort. None but
battle-hardened
stoics, accidental tourists and incorrigible
masochists can face the thought of driving in the London rush hour,
or on certain motorways at any time, or even in certain suburban
centres on a Saturday. Presumably the forecast either assumed
static 'quality of service' on the road network, implying a massive
increase in capacity, or else capacity restraints were neglected.
Either case could cast doubt on the forecasts which many regard as
targets which a car-crazy Department of Transport is hoping to
achieve.
Even if they are flawed, they do concentrate the imagination on what
life might be like if they turned out anywhere near correct.
Population in this country is not expected to increase much or to
redistribute significantly, so the forecasts imply that more vehicles
will be plying the same routes at more or less the same times. In
other words, patterns will remain the same but volumes may double.
It's worth noting in the first two years after the forecasts were
published that growth rates were roughly 7% and 0% respectively,
so the average was slightly higher than the forecast average. It's also
interesting to note from a recent answer in Hansard that the
percentage of the UK given over to road space is estimated as about
2%, and this is regarded as too high or too low depending on who
you are.
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Funding is always at the heart of the argument
and the basic
question of how to pay for roads and how to pay for public transport
will always be with us. It is hard to dispute that motorists pay at
least three times the fmanciaI costs of the infrastructure and systems
they need to operate their cars and motorcycles, lorries and vans,
buses and coaches: cyclists and pedestrians go free. (We ought to
accept here that 'they' are 'we' because car usage is now and will
continue to be a thoroughly pervasive factor in our society: even if
growth can be slowed down it will not be reversed.)
There are of
course indirect costs due to accidents and pollution but there are
also indirect benefits such as the reduced costs of nearly everything
we buy and the massive consumer surplus we enjoy from leisure
trips which would be, if not impossible, then much less frequent.
Taxes on motoring are in a sense arbitrary because they are not
designed
to bring in a fixed amount of revenue to pay for any
specific item(s) of public expenditure, but they do cover direct road
costs with plenty to spare. Even at this inflated 'price' demand for
road use is buoyant
and funding is not a problem,
although
environmental
costs and the balance of trade in energy and motor
vehicles tend to be hidden from view.
So, our great car economy/society
is a nice little earner for the
Exchequer with risk-free growth and a reliable yield. Would it not
be nice if we could spend the surplus on public transport? Perhaps
it would but that's not how we do things here. The Treasury fights a
righteous and unyielding fight against hypothecation, the earmarking
of taxes for specific purposes, on the grounds that governments must
make public spending
decisions,
year by year, on grounds of
collective need as judged by the Cabinet in a collective manner.
Individual road schemes have to be justified fairly rigorously by
demonstrating
a comfortable
excess of benefits over costs and
justifying
design details at public inquiries.
Public transport
schemes often have a tougher justification phase because it may be
argued that the potential users of the scheme have not created a
deep pool of funds on which to draw, so they should pay for their
own benefits rather than have the general taxpayer subsidise them,
although the government is willing to pay for benefits accruing to
citizens as a whole. The same principal now applies to revenue
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support for buses which is only payable where a 'social need' is not
met by commercial services. Grant is now much more specific and
that may be no bad thing as long as the purse strings are not pulled
too tight: the disadvantages of bus deregulation
could have been
considerably reduced if the government had been less stringent on
public spending.

As described above, government funding policy seems plausible and
defensible.
The trouble is that it doesn't work, at least not well
enough.
It is a theory that may be internally
consistent,
economically sound but which falls down and dies when faced with
the shock of the real world.
This might also be said of the
theoretical changes in macroeconomic
policy a few years ago, but
these days monetarism has few bards to sing of its triumphs. Not
many of those who use our transport system would agree that recent
transport policy has been successful, but the failure predates the
explicit user-pays philosophy of recent years. It is deeply rooted in
under investment, complacent management
and dinosaur unions,
laissez-faire
traffic policy, geographical
accident and historical
inertia.
The crisis brought on by the short boom of the last '80s, particularly
its effect on the roads and railways in the southeast of England,
exposed the worst deficiencies of our transport systems. But even as
the government was describing hypercongestion
as the 'problem of
success', it was starting to relax spending limits on both highways
and public transport,
from the time of Mr Channon and notably
during the brief tenure of the 'dry' Mr Parkinson. This looks set to
continue as BR and L T push hard for more investment, more light
rail schemes gain approval (if not funding) and spending on roads
rises nearer to the levels of our European partners/competitors.
If we have a change of government in the next year it is unlikely that
large amounts of new money will be diverted towards transport.
Nor is it likely that there will be large switches in spending between
roads and public transport, certainly not for a few years, unless there
are some radical measures to reduce car usage. There is a large
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body of rhetoric about the niceness of trains and the nastiness of
cars but Labour might think twice about pulling up the ladder on car
ownership if aspirant car owners are its own supporters. A more
socially democratic approach would be to let car ownership take its
'natural' course but to dampen overall demand with higher fuel tax
and reduce metropolitan congestion with road pricing. The present
government is starting to show interest in both methods, so demand
management of private care use is for the first time on the political
agenda.

Postscript
This essay was essentially finished before the Secretary of State for
Transport made his 'road to Damascus' speech announcing a change
in direction in government policy. More emphasis is to be placed on
stimulating rail travel, the rail market is to be liberalised, toll roads
to be encouraged and road pricing to be studied. Mr Rifkind has
perhaps recognised the changing priorities and forces of the last
three or four years and drawn them together to offer an attractive,
coherent policy as his party's transport manifesto for the coming
election. It may have many similarities to the manifesto which
Labour will be offering at the coming election. No commitment was
made on extra resources but ministers seldom push their luck with
the Treasury ahead of the public expenditure survey and the current
state of the economy may constrain short-term funding. The
spiritual conversion has quite rightly to come first, and the
announcement at last of a government sponsored study into road
pricing is a significant step forward. It is also a sign that the
profession has been right in its relentless interest in the potential of
road pricing. The decline in public transport spending was being
stemmed even before the election hove into view and the mediumterm future looks reasonably bright for new heavy rail links inside
London and light rail elsewhere.

We have reached a point in the development of our transport
systems where a substantial public and political consensus might be
found for a basket of policies which can be taken forward by any
colour of government. The contents of the basket could be as
follows:
consolidation of the motorway and trunk road network,
including the widening of key roads and plugging gaps
where these are well justified;
the gradual integration of our InterCity network with the
continental high speed network, including a proper Channel
Tunnel link;
expansion of public transport infrastructure in urban areas
through a steady expansion of light rail;
better use of urban road space through traffic management
and better priorities for buses, including guideways;
the introduction of traffic calming as a norm rather than a
novelty in our residential areas;
an active regime of pricing to achieve strategic and local
objectives;
an active research and development programme to apply
the benefits of technological progress.
As we stand at these crossroads, the option of lurching to the left or
right may seem progressively less attractive than setting off down the
straight and narrow at a moderate pace. Admittedly moderation
and consistency are rather less exciting than what we have been used
to over the last twenty years but, as the great blues singer found out,
needs must when the Devil drives.

The dialectical nature of our political life demands that differences
must be maintained between the two main parties, and the Tories'
belief in further economic liberalism and the participation of the
private sector should ensure that this is the case. Labour has to
consider very seriously whether it would re-nationalise, re-regulate
and promote state monopolies on a large scale as a more
sophisticated public becomes increasingly hostile to either public or
private monopolies. Is road pricing a market solution to congestion
with widespread social benefits, or is it part of a two-tier road
system favouring the rich and the subsidised? Does it serve society
well if monopolist state railways are massively subsidised and then
protected from competition, as in Germany? And what will be the
arguments against cabotage in both freight and aviation when the
single market is launched? It might be more effective, and cheaper,
for Labour to take the new status quo and socialise it, directing
more money to where it can do most good. Let the users pay when
they can and plug the gaps generously when they can't.
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Malcolm Rifkind's most thoughtful contribution was perhaps the
suggestion that transport policy arguments should not necessarily be
party political arguments. This puts many of the difficult and
stimulating questions into the realm of transport economics and we
should respond by addressing them without prejudice. The
chaUenge therefore is to foreswear the emotionaUy-vested positions
of left versus right and road versus rail. The policy zig-zags will
always be with us but the biggest vested interest of all, society as a
whole, would surely benefit from smoothing them out.

